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Welcome to the fall 2018 issue of the S.E.C. Observer. In this issue, Brandon Sanders, S.E.C., 

2018 president of the Society, asks whether you are ready to attend the next marketing session. 

 

Daniel J. Murphy, S.E.C., generously imparts his personal version of “Murphy’s Laws.” Hunter 

Quistgard, S.E.C., shares confirmation of why the “Society lives on,” and Ron Robinson, S.E.C., 

offers a solution for “shopping malls that are in trouble.” Ed Berlinski, S.E.C., reviews some of 

his experience with “Facebook Live,” and Chuck Sutherland, S.E.C., defines “extreme due 

diligence.”  

 

The Society News Briefs section includes information about our upcoming meetings in Detroit, 

Michigan, and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, as well as information about our economic tour in 

Detroit and an excellent new course, “Exchange Magic,” which will be presented by Gary 

Vandenberg in November. 

  

How and why the Society was created is conveyed In the Spotlight. Clifford Weaver shares tips 

for “estate building,” and time tested principles for successful “package presentation” are 

featured in the History Files.  

 

Enjoy this issue. As always, we welcome your comments, suggestions, and submissions of 

articles to be considered for publication. Please contact the S.E.C. office via e-mail at 

sec@secounselors.com. 

 

 

Jackie Hellingson 

Editor, S.E.C. Observer  

mailto:sec@secounselors.com
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I. President’s Message A. President’s Message  
 

 

Are You Prepared for the Upcoming Marketing Session? 

 

Brandon Sanders, S.E.C. 

2018 President 

 

 

For the past few years, Wes Dingler and I have had the privilege to present and expand on Jim 

Brondino’s legendary Moderating Course. I have been attempting to add some new examples 

and updates along the way, and it’s always interesting what I remember during reviews of my 

notes and material from the last few years.  

 

We always revert back to counseling your client. Proper counseling with clients/partners reveals 

issues and is extremely important. If the client or representative is not prepared, then it’s your job 

to help prepare, be assertive, and stop a potentially embarrassing situation.  

 

Below are a few oldies but goodies. I believe a refresher from time to time can help us all to 

sharpen our skills and continue the lineage of our practice.  

 

Make the client prepare and follow up. Know the facts about the Property, Owners, Situation, 

and Solution before presenting. If the client doesn’t know the answers, make them research and 

then follow up. If you don’t have the answers, you must have the discipline to wait until you’re 

properly prepared. Make sure the client understands the presentation process, and explain what 

happens in the front of a potential investor.  
 

Ask the right questions. Questions should be clear and should provoke or stimulate your client to 

think. The right questions may even lead to a redefining of their situation. Remember, you are 

the professional and you need to make sure they provide thorough and detailed information so 

you can do your job efficiently.  
 

Clearly present the situation, reveal a desired result, and stimulate action. Make sure you don’t 

get lost in the property details; get to the point (The SIZZLE). You have less than 30 seconds to 

gain interest or lose attention (socialfactor.com states that millennials will give you less than 8 

seconds). If interested, the average attention span for a presentation is less than 5 minutes. 

Demand attention with your opening statements, the title of the property, and the first sentence in 

advertising. Always remember: there is no bad property, only bad ownership or situation.  

 

Brainstorm. Take time to be the leader (they didn’t hire you for your looks, I promise), and think 

through the situation and the possible solutions. Assuming there is no cash for their property, 
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now what? Always avoid killing a thought; you never know what might spark a potential 

transaction. If presenting to a group, never react with “NO.” Always encourage writing down a 

thought and discussing face to face.  
 

In summary, know your product, and know your client before you advertise and present a 

property. We are all professionals and leaders in the industry, so it’s our responsibility to make 

sure our skills remain sharp and that we represent our clients/partners to the best of our ability by 

thorough counseling.  
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II. Feature Article A. Murphy’s Laws of Real Estate  
 

 

Murphy’s Laws of Real Estate 

 

Dan Murphy, S.E.C. 

 

 

Murphy’s First Rule: If it can go wrong in a real estate transaction, it will! 

  

Keep in mind that Murphy is an optimist! 

 

Nonrecourse Financing 

You’ve just signed your loan application and are excited that you have “No Personal Liability” 

other than the carve outs for real estate taxes and environmental issues. The loan is: 

- Nonrecourse 

- 30-year term with a 10-year call 

- Great rate with one point to the lender 

- The loan is assumable to a new borrower for one point 

- The lender must approve or reject the new borrower within 60 days 

Great loan, what could go wrong? 

 

Read and study the documents yourself, and know each nuance of the loan. 

- Of course, you will have an attorney review the documents, but he’s not the one signing 

the loan. 

- Know what each clause really means, and ask for lender clarification “NOW,” not after 

you have a problem. 

- Right of offset—understand it. 

- Attorney’s fees—try to get caps. 

- Death of a partner is an event of default—have a right to replace the partner. 

- Event of default, if the lender, determines: the loan is underwater because of a new 

appraised value, the debt service ratios are out of compliance, and the lender has a right 

to increase the debt service coverage ratio after the event. 

The economy changes, you have vacancy, you didn’t hit your occupancy, and the lender 

claims an event of default under the terms of your nonrecourse loan. 

 

No problem—we have a real estate tax escrow and a clean Phase I, so we’ll give the keys to 

the lender! 
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- If you’ve gotten to this juncture, the lender now wants to appoint a Special Servicer to 

service your loan. Special Servicers get paid, in addition to the servicing fee, Attorney’s 

fees, consulting fees, court fees and costs, fees for additional reports and reviews, etc., 

etc. Although they may also collect brokerage fees, they may not have an incentive to 

solve the problem because, in doing so, their fee income goes away. 

- No knock on the legal profession, but it is not in the Servicer’s attorney’s best interest to 

resolve the Default quickly. 

- You generally no longer control the property or any cash flow, and you pay your 

attorney’s fees out of pocket during the 12 to 48 months of battle. 

- Hope you didn’t leave partnership money with the lender who was servicing the loan. 

Remember the right of offset? Your funds along with all escrow funds can be applied to 

the principal balance of the loan. 

- You have a real estate escrow, but do you pay taxes in arrears? Then you could be held 

personally liable for the current year’s taxes, and the court battle continues on. 

- You have a clean Phase I and so does the lender. The Servicer’s attorney argues that the 

lender does not know what could surface during the course of the Servicer’s control of 

the property, and the Servicer’s attorney wants the Environmental Indemnity to stand 

until the property is disposed of during the next 12, 24, or 36 months? You continue to 

defend the case because you have Personal Liability for the Environmental and the Real 

Estate Tax shortage. 

Nonrecourse is not necessarily nonrecourse, especially if the loan goes into default. 

 

Murphy says: An ounce of prevention is worth a hundred pounds of cure. 

  

Understand the loan documents! 

 

Upcoming article: If you think the loan is assumable for one point, think again! 
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III. Society Columns A. The S.E.C. Culture Lives On 
 

 

The S.E.C. Culture Lives On 
 

Hunter Quistgard, S.E.C. 

 

 

I got a big check today in my California mailbox that came from a closing in Massachusetts. It 

was the result of an investment made (together with S.E.C. Tom Peterson of Glendora, CA) 

through the son of an S.E.C. member I had met when he was about 10 years old. It was a buy, 

lease/option-back, of a property we never saw. I hadn’t seen the kid since he was 14 or so (he’s 

now 23), but I knew some things from having been at meals with him in his family home when 

doing deals with his S.E.C. father all those years ago, knowing his athletic prowess, as proudly 

broadcast by his father through email, and having some basic deal knowledge from being in 

S.E.C. since 1963. The investment worked as it was designed for all parties. The deal was made 

based on an email broadcast by the dad to S.E.C.s about the need for a refi for the son of his 

college housing. The deal design was not what was asked for, but S.E.C.s always have a way to 

accommodate all objectives to get to the solution that fits for everyone. 

 

The success of this transaction reminds me of times when charter S.E.C. member Kenny Johnson 

(former president of the Oregon Real Estate Association) used to call me when I was 28 (81 

now) to make sure I would be at the next S.E.C. meeting. I would say, “If I get the one I’m after 

and two more to close, I’ll be there!” He would say, “I sent you $1,500 yesterday to make sure 

you are coming, so I’ll see you there,” and he would hang up. I had made my first interstate deal 

with Kenny’s wife (an S.E.C. member) that began a 23-year joint venture (because the 

commission was real estate). I ran the limited partnership and would call Kenny to say I had a 

deal in escrow for our venture, but I needed $10k cash to close. He would send the cash. A week 

later he called to ask, “What will it cost for the new roof?” I said, “What new roof?” He said, “I 

have never gone into a new property that didn’t need a new roof the first thing.” I said, “This is a 

land deal, no roofs.” He just went along with my proposals because of S.E.C. trust. He called one 

day and said, “The limited partnership agreement you made me sign at the beginning calls for a 

‘jackpot’ at 22 years. It’s been 23.” In dividing up the spoils, I got some land in Eastern Oregon 

that Kenny was famous for trading off. It was a “going to the barn” move for him as part of the 

S.E.C. process of finding the mechanics to solve everybody’s issue. Many times during our 

relationship, I would ask for a loan of some amount, and he would deposit it for me that day, and 

I would sign a note a few days later and mail it. 

 

I still have 2 x 40 acres of Eastern Oregon “you can’t find it” land of Kenny’s that one of you 

S.E.C.s needs to transaction for me as part of my “going to the barn.” One of the formulae that 

needs more use is the borrowing of deal catalysts. If it takes the addition of a commodity not in 

hand to complete a negotiation, borrow it. Put the deal together with the parts that are needed. 
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S.E.C.s can get you the parts needed that you don’t have on hand. If you need to borrow some 

flexible value land, “You know where to come!” 

 

Last winter I was RVing in the Palm Springs area and playing golf with Tom Peterson, S.E.C., 

who keeps a $500k RV there. I asked him if he had any gold. He said he didn’t, but wanted to. I 

wanted some quick cash for a deal, so I sold him some gold that was in a safe deposit box 700 

miles away. That night at a couples dinner he gave me a check for most of the gold; we signed a 

little napkin deal, and I spent the cash the next day. Later, he sent the rest of the price of the gold. 

A month ago, I was headed to Mexico to visit old friends, and I stopped overnight at Tom’s to 

deliver his gold. I had to buy dinner as delayed compensation. 

 

If you cocktail with S.E.C.s enough, you will hear a thousand stories like these as proof that 

getting to know each other makes solutions easier. The old adage that “Deals that need to be 

made will get made between S.E.C.s.” is still true. There have been some member rejects, 

however, for violation of “the trust.” 

 

To monitor how well the true exchange education has been passed down, you will be responding 

to a poll of the amount of transactions you have made in the last 2 years that included less than 

20% cash for anyone’s equity in the deal. Maybe we are missing a lot of deals. 

 

Can you explain all of the 300 S.E.C. formulae contained in Bob Steele’s book? Do you know 

“The Sturgis Dornbush Formula”? (He was an S.E.C. who ran banks in South Dakota.) Have you 

used the Colby Sandlian “disappearing cash” catalyst for a multiple exchange process? Have you 

used vacancy as an asset? If you ever really understood the uses of land leases, you would never 

recommend a junior note to anyone. Can you make STONE SOUP? 
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III  Society Columns B.   Shopping Malls—In Trouble  
 

 

Shopping Malls—In Trouble 

 

Ron J. Robinson, S.E.C. 

 

 

E-commerce has taken and is continuing to take its toll on malls throughout the United States. I 

believe there is an answer, however. Stop and think—can you ever remember seeing or hearing 

an advertisement for any mall in your area? Perhaps you’ve encountered them for various shops 

in the mall but probably few and far between for the mall itself. Shopping mall owners need to 

take action to bring people back, and doing so will take some creativity on their part. Here is one 

solution that I think will work: 

 

MUSIC. Yes, music, and not the canned type, but good music, the BIG BAND STYLE, MUSIC 

FROM THE LATE THIRTIES AND FORTIES. There is a reawaking for this music, yes, and by 

the younger generation as well the Greatest Generation. It is the music of the past, but it is filled 

with melodious sounds that make us want to dance. Who does not thrill to the sound of “In the 

Mood” or “String of Pearls.” This music still exists, and there are countess musicians anxious to 

play it in the United States. Performed live in shopping malls, it would bring all generations to 

listen, perhaps to dance—and most of all, since they are there, to SHOP. 

 

The individual shops in the malls would be eager to contribute to offset this expense to the mall 

owners because their sales would go up and the mall would once again return to its proper place, 

as it was before e-commerce. Good marketing will always overcome adversity. 
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IV Formulas & Strategies A. Facebook Live Opportunities  
 

 

Facebook Live: Opportunities for Real Estate Brokers 

 

Ed Berlinski, S.E.C. 

 

 

For the past two years I’ve been experimenting with social media: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 

and YouTube. Entire books can be and have been written about each platform. Today I’ll 

concentrate on my favorite platform, Facebook (fb), and specifically, Facebook Live. 

 

I opened my fb account about five years ago, and it remained dormant for several years. A 

couple of years ago I began posting messages on it, mostly related to real estate, and began 

growing my following. It started to grow on me as I connected with more personal friends and 

business associates. My goal wasn’t to “monetize” my page but follow where it led me. 

 

The next phase in my participation was fb’s announcement of Facebook Live, a broadcasting 

platform that allows you to click a few buttons and broadcast to the world anything you want to 

talk about. All kinds of broadcasts popped up, including a sprinkling of real estate–related shows 

pitching properties for sale and “how to” enhance your real estate business and career. On a lark 

I clicked the right buttons, and there I was—LIVE—and somewhat scared about looking foolish. 

 

In phase three, I began to think seriously about creating a series of broadcasts, with two goals: 

(a) educating others about the benefits of Reno-based education and the importance of 

counseling; and (b) promoting national (S.E.C. and N.C.E.), regional, and local meetings that 

followed the Reno format. I think it’s safe to say the jury is still out as to whether I’ve been 

successful. My viewing audience is growing, and, importantly, I’m having fun along the way 

with my fb character, the “Realestatedoctor.” 

 

The biggest potential I see is to create an interview show that highlights up-and-coming  

Exchange meetings by interviewing the leaders and/or meeting managers and participants of the 

meetings before, during, and after they occur to explain and summarize the benefits of attending. 

The ability to create these interviews has been enhanced greatly by a recent app, BeLive.tv, 

which greatly simplifies and enhances the ability to broadcast these shows with a more 

professional look. 

 

In summary, I would encourage you to begin experimenting with the Facebook Live capabilities. 

There are DOZENS of YouTube videos explaining how to use this tool. And don’t forget to have 

fun! 
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To view several of my videos, go to my Facebook page and search for Edward Berlinski in the 

search box. When you get to my page click on “videos.” You can also access several of my 

videos on YouTube by going to YouTube and typing “Realestatedoctor” in the search box. 
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IV Formulas & Strategies B. Extreme Due Diligence  
 

 

Extreme Due Diligence 

 

Chuck Sutherland, S.E.C. 

 

 

We’re going to discuss extreme due diligence. I call it “extreme due diligence” because a few 

years ago I started asking for additional information about properties, lenders, and owners than 

traditionally requested. Someone asked, “Isn’t that a little extreme?” to one of my inspection 

requests, and Extreme Due Diligence was born.  

 

I started asking for additional due diligence items because I had gotten “blindsided” by a huge 

thing that wasn’t on any of the checklists.  

 

Over the years, I collected different checklists from other people, including brokers and 

associations, and I was continually surprised by something that wasn’t on any of their checklists. 

Clearly something extreme was needed! 

 

In terms of the property due diligence and the people due diligence, I’ve started to work not only 

with what is on the seller’s or buyer’s checklist but also to build my own checklist for any 

particular deal. I encourage you to do the same. Whatever deal you’re working on, there are 

standard checklists that you have or you work with, but to conduct due diligence that will carry 

you through when things don’t turn out the way they should, you’ll want to add items to your 

due diligence checklist based upon what could happen. And I mean everything you can think of 

that could happen. 

 

Now, you’re not necessarily going to show these checklists to your clients or your partners. This 

extreme due diligence thing is designed for you. Part of it is working with the client. Then you 

can bring more value to the client by being awake to things that can go wrong. Being awake to 

issues that you might want to get resolved prior to closing is worth it. 

 

And in dealing with this due diligence, you also need to be awake to the laws of your state in 

terms of the laws of agency if you are acting as a broker. If you are representing a client, you 

owe them a certain level of confidentiality and loyalty, but you also have a responsibility to other 

parties in the transaction to disclose material facts. I say “facts” and not “your opinion about the 

facts.” But I advise you to go way beyond the routine due diligence for your own protection and 

peace of mind. 
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Property due diligence includes all the items that are required for a buyer to determine if they are 

willing to close the transaction or to ascertain the impact of closing with what they discover 

during the process. Many buyers, most attorneys, and all lenders already have their own due 

diligence checklists. 

 

I’m suggesting that you create your own due diligence checklists, whether you are the buyer, 

seller, broker, partner, syndicator, or lender. And you want to include as many items as you can 

on your checklist, whether you are going to require that information or not. Knowing what you 

have and don’t have will keep you present to possible issues that you haven’t considered. 

Everybody has a lot of things on their checklist, but you want to make sure that you build your 

checklist from a couple of things. First, include things that are relevant to the kinds of property 

that you’re working with. You may already have to use one particular set of checklists for your 

deal tracking, maybe created by a company, franchise, or lender. But regardless, you want to 

have your checklist that you use that goes beyond that basic checklist.  

 

It’s not the thing that you know that will get you in trouble; it’s the thing that you don’t know 

and that you don’t even know that you don’t know. In other words, it’s invisible. You want to 

start listening for the horror story people have on closings as an opportunity to build your own 

due diligence checklist.  

 

You want to create a checklist that you are comfortable with, that includes things that you know 

about particular product types, and that is based on your state, your industry, and your company. 

There are lots of different things that can go into your own due diligence. With people due 

diligence, you want to find out as much information as possible about all of the people involved 

in a transaction. That includes the seller and all the seller’s formal and informal advisors. The 

same goes for the buyer, the attorneys, the lenders, the tenants, the closing agent, the lender, your 

partners, and—again—all of their formal and informal advisors. 

 

Now, you’re never going to have perfect information on everyone, and there will always be gaps 

in your information. But the more you know about each of the parties involved in a transaction, 

the more you will be able to assess the risks and the ways to reduce those risks in a transaction. I 

now gather as much information as I can about people. You might call it a “mini-dossier.” When 

I have uncovered some important fact using the Extreme Due Diligence Checklist that I created 

for that transaction, I have found that clients or partners are highly grateful. And when they are 

highly grateful, they stick with me over the long term. I now see the added work and 

responsibility involved in creating the checklist to be a highly effective return on my investment. 
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V. S.E.C. Education Foundation A. S.E.C. Education Foundation News  
 

 

S.E.C. Education Foundation News 

  

Lance Warner, S.E.C. 

2018 S.E.C. Education Foundation President 

 

 

Summer is winding down, and the S.E.C. Education Foundation is working to provide our 

members, candidates, and guests with interesting and timely education for the balance of 2018 

and into 2019.  

 

We are planning an economic bus tour in Detroit on Sunday, September 23, 2018. The bus will 

leave the hotel at 9:00 a.m. and return at 3:00 p.m., and lunch will be included. Make sure your 

travel plans allow you to attend—and register soon. We have limited seating on the bus. 

 

Gary Vandenberg, S.E.C., CCIM, will present “Exchange Magic” on November 11, 2018, in 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Gary taught the course in Louisville in May, and he received fantastic 

reviews from the attendees. 

 

The educational classes for the upcoming S.E.C. meetings are posted on the S.E.C. Observer 

Upcoming Events webpage as we confirm them. We are working to schedule education courses 

in regions where we will host S.E.C. meetings next year. Our goal is to have an education 

session locally several months prior to our meetings to expand our presence and identify local 

people who may be potential guests.  

 

The S.E.C. Regional Directors are available to help you bring education and marketing to your 

region. Contact the S.E.C. Office if you are interested in exploring the possibility of hosting a 

class or marketing session. 

 

We look forward to expanding our reach to new marketing groups, professional organizations, 

and individuals who are interested in bringing the best creative real estate education to their 

regions.  

 

Please visit our website, www.secedfoundation.com, to learn more about the courses and 

programs we sponsor.  

http://www.secedfoundation.com/
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VI. Society News Briefs A. September Marketing Conference 

 

 
S.E.C. National Invitational Marketing Session 

Detroit, Michigan 

September 23–26, 2018 

 

 

The S.E.C. National Invitational Marketing Session will be held at:  

 

MGM Grand Detroit 

1777 3rd Avenue 

Detroit, MI 48226 

 

Call (877) 888-2121 to make your reservation. Make your hotel reservations early, as we have a 

limited number of rooms available. The cutoff date for reservations is September 13, 2018. 

 

Visit www.mgmgranddetroit.com to learn about the hotel and www.visitdetroit.com to learn 

about the area.  

 

Visit www.secounselors.com and click on the Society Marketing Meetings menu tab for more 

information. Please contact the S.E.C. office (sec@secounselors.com) if you have any questions 

about the upcoming meeting. 

 

 

http://www.mgmgranddetroit.com/
http://www.minneapolis.org/
http://www.secounselors.com/
mailto:sec@secounselors.com
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VI. Society News Briefs B. Detroit Economic Tour  

 

 

S.E.C. Economic Tour 

Detroit, Michigan 

Sunday, September 23, 2018 

 

 

The S.E.C. Education Foundation and the Society of Exchange Counselors are pleased to 

announce that we are arranging an economic bus tour of Detroit on Sunday, September 23. 

 

More information will follow soon, but please note: 

 

 The bus will leave the hotel at 9:00 a.m. and return at 3:00 p.m. 
 A box lunch will be included in the cost of the tour. 
 Properties in and around Detroit in various stages of development will be on the route.  
 A knowledgeable tour guide will provide information throughout the tour. 
 Plan to arrive on Saturday night if you wish to attend the tour. 
 Space will be limited, so please reserve your seat as early as possible! 
 The price of the tour is yet to be determined. 
 

Attendees do not have to be licensed or invited to attend; it is open to everyone, and you may 

register online at www.secounselors.com by accessing the Education Only link on the homepage. 

 

Mark your calendars now! Please visit the S.E.C. Observer at www.secobserver.com and click 

the Upcoming Events menu tab to access the calendar of events and view a brochure for the 

course. 

 
 

 

http://www.secounselors.com/
http://www.secobserver.com/
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VI. Society News Briefs C. November Marketing Conference 
 

 

S.E.C. National Invitational Marketing Session 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

November 11–14, 2018 

 

 

The S.E.C. National Invitational Marketing Session will be held at:  

 

Embassy Suites Deerfield Beach 

950 South Ocean Drive 

Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 

 

Call (954) 428-0478 to make your reservation. Make your hotel reservations early, as we have a 

limited number of rooms available. The cutoff date for reservations is October 19, 2018. 

 

Visit www.deerfieldbeach.embassysuites.com to learn about the hotel and www.visitflorida.com 

to learn about the area.  

 

Visit www.secounselors.com and click on the Society Marketing Meetings menu tab for more 

information. Please contact the S.E.C. office (sec@secounselors.com) if you have any questions 

about the upcoming meeting. 

 

 

http://www.deerfieldbeach.embassysuites.com/
http://www.visitflorida.com/
http://www.secounselors.com/
mailto:sec@secounselors.com
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VI. Society News Briefs D. Exchange Magic  
 

 

Exchange Magic 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Sunday, November 11, 2018 

 

 

The S.E.C. Education Foundation and the Society of Exchange Counselors are pleased to 

announce that Gary Vandenberg, S.E.C., will present “Exchange Magic” in Fort Lauderdale, 

Florida, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on November 11, 2018. 

 

Highlights and topics are listed below. 

 

This course will cover three parts to successful exchanging: 

 Pre-counseling 

 Marketing 

 Closing after marketing 

 

The following components as well as much more will be explored: 

 Why and how people make decisions 

 How we educate clients 

 Why people buy and why people sell property 

 Requirements for success 

 

Attendees do not have to be licensed or invited to attend; it is open to everyone, and you may 

register online at www.secounselors.com by accessing the Education Only link on the homepage. 

 

Mark your calendars now! Please visit the S.E.C. Observer at www.secobserver.com and click 

the Upcoming Events menu tab to access the calendar of events and view a brochure for the 

course. 
 
 

 

http://www.secounselors.com/
http://www.secobserver.com/
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VII. In the Spotlight A. Society of Exchange Counselors      
   
 

The Society of Exchange Counselors 

 

 

In the 1950s, Realtor Richard R. Reno of San Diego, California, observed that many of the real 

estate problems existing in San Diego’s overbuilt market could be solved by people exchanging 

real estate. He saw exchanging as an alternative to the unavailable cash buyer. 

He believed that people who owned real estate did not necessarily want to divest themselves 

totally of real estate ownership but were uncomfortable in the circumstances surrounding their 

current ownership. In effect, the problem was not with the property but with the people who 

owned it. He went on to hypothesize that there was no bad real estate, only inappropriate or 

untimely ownership. With the appropriate owner in title to the real estate, there was no problem. 

Reno’s hypothesis led to the idea that the most effective way to deal with real estate was to 

abandon the traditional approach of focusing entirely on the property, the “bricks and mortar,” 

and incorporate into the process the circumstances surrounding the ownership of the property. He 

recognized that the reasons an owner wanted to sell, and what the owner would do with the cash 

if it was obtainable, were key to successful transactions. 

Two basic axioms evolved: 

1. Working with people is more important than working with property. Properties do not have 

problems; people do. 

2. Client management, the ability to deliver, stems from the relationship between the client and 

the broker. The underlying premise is that the client’s best interests are paramount. 

Mr. Reno also observed that there was a need for education in counseling and in exchanging. He 

advocated a professional approach that must incorporate the understanding that cash itself is not 

the answer to all real estate conveyances, and he argued that unless tax matters are considered 

prior to a real estate transaction, a client’s best interest may not served. 

It also occurred to Mr. Reno that a national group, meeting regularly, could effectively address 

issues and solve a client’s uncomfortable real estate situation. Brokers representing diversified 

owners and various markets could provide a forum that would generate solutions to troubled 

owners. 

In November 1961, nineteen Realtors met with the common goal of forming a national 

organization composed of individuals who were committed to practicing creative real estate and 

counseling. This was the first meeting of the Society of Exchange Counselors and has since 

become a prototype for most marketing groups internationally. 
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Today the Society of Exchange Counselors maintains a membership representing most of the 

North American continent. Membership is by invitation only. Its members are selected from 

those brokers driven by a focus on people and who possess proven skills in exchanging and 

creative real estate. 
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VIII.  History Files A.  Estate Building    
 

“Estate Building” 

 

Clifford P. Weaver, S.E.C., CCIM 

 
Editor’s Note: This article first appeared in the May 1974 issue of the R.E. News Observer. 

 

 

"I am not the kind of person who can save money to build an estate." The author is unknown, but 

often quoted. It is a fact that it takes money or assets to get started in Estate Building. Many 

Brokers and Salesmen will admit they are unable to create and maintain a savings account. 

Money is always needed for short gap emergencies like office rent, family expenses or to close a 

transaction. Thus, many potential estate builders cannot even get started. 

 

It is not easy to start a nest egg for real estate investments. If you are able to be current in paying 

bills, you are a step closer to starting your nest egg account. You are admitting that you are weak 

at making cash purchases but good at installment purchases. You are the kind of person who can 

afford insurance in monthly payments but not able to buy a policy in full. 

 

A suggestion is to borrow $10,000 and put it temporarily in a time plan deposit until an 

investment comes along that would be attractive in your portfolio. This gives you the opportunity 

to capitalize on your ability to pay the bank in installments. 

 

The nest egg money is for investment purposes only — nothing else. Treat it as if it belonged to 

someone else (hands off for personal use). The funds must be invested with all proceeds 

compounded in the investment nest egg. 

 

Not long ago we made an offer to buy a $40,000 commercial building in Eastern Oregon. The 

building was leased and would provide desirable benefits. We offered a $10,000 personal note as 

a down payment, and payable at $2,000 per year including interest. The buyer considered the 

note no more than a forced savings obligation. The buyer knew he would not accumulate 

$10,000 cash in a nest egg, so he financed the down payment with the seller rather than 

borrowing from a bank. The seller was asked to finance the down payment on better terms than 

terms offered by a bank. Why would a seller take this kind of transaction? 

 

The balance of the price was in cash (from a new loan by a savings and loan). Would a bank 

make a $30,000 loan to finance this 100% financing sale? 

 

Yes, when they were informed that the buyer was putting up $16,000 in a real estate contract as 

additional security in the transaction. The bank asked why the buyer didn't use the contract as a 

down payment as it would look better in terms of regular transactions. 
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The answer is that the contract offered for property would be a taxable transaction (personal 

property for real property is not a Section 1031 exchange) and the buyer's basis in the contract 

was approximately $6,000. The exchange of a $16,000 contract with a basis of $6,000 for a 

down payment into real estate might cause an additional burden (tax wise) for the buyer. 

Thus, a real estate equity, contracts or any item of value can be used as additional security in real 

estate transactions. 

 

The buyer put up his $16,000 contract as additional security for his personal note. He retained 

the payments on the $16,000 contract (and applied them against the payments on the $10,000 

note). The cash flow on the commercial building helped retire the $10,000 note prior to its 

scheduled amortization. 

 

The buyer wanted to retire his outstanding personal note as fast as possible. Thus, the contract 

payments and gross spendable income (cash flow) retired the loan rapidly.  Within a few short 

years, by compounding the cash flow and the contract payments, the $10,000 obligation would 

be retired. 

 

The installment method of building a nest egg for later years was kept well in mind by the estate 

building buyer. 

 

 
Clifford P. Weaver, San Jose, California, was a capable real estate administrator. He  managed the interests of 

more than thirty partnerships, corporations and joint ventures. In 1968, he was named “Counselor of the Year” by 

the Society of Exchange Counselors, and was presented “Best Exchange Award” by the California Real Estate 

Association. Cliff taught “Broker Estate Building Techniques” for the Richard R. Reno Educational Foundation. 

Mr. Weaver was Secretary-Treasurer of the Society of Exchange Counselors. He was a Certified Commercial 

Investment Member and member of The Task Force, composed of leading “problem-solving” real estate 

practitioners who counsel corporations with real estate holdings. 
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VIII.  History Files A.  Presenting a Package   

           
Editorial 

 

“Presenting a Package” 

(Think Big or Small …… but Think!) 

 
Editor’s Note:  This article first appeared in the August 1977 issue of the Real Estate News Observer. 

 

The package (information about a property) must be very clear and state exactly what the 

package represents. If a combination package or pitch isn't clear, very few people will take 

the time or the effort to try to figure it out. Even an excellent moderator cannot do his best 

with a poorly prepared and presented package. To be properly presented, a package must 

be considered the most important part of your listing. It must provide a clear picture to all the 

prospective “takers” in the room.  

 

Presenting a package expresses the broker’s personality. A property presentation is only as 

good as its maker. Presentation of a package is really a demand for action, getting a group to 

work out a solution to whatever problem there is. Good exchangors present their packages to 

command attention and the exchangor is never uncertain or misleading. 

 

An exchangor is both creative and imaginative. His objective is to be convincing and he 

intends to make people act. At the conclusion of a package presentation, the moderator asks 

"How many of you are going to make an offer on this property?" A show of hands will 

demonstrate how well the property, the package, and the pitch were delivered.  

 

Sometimes necessary information is “not available” - especially if it is negative information. 

Negative information about a property is just as (and perhaps more) important than positive 

information even if it initially seems to hurt your presentation. If you don’t include the 

information, when it later comes to light it can be fatal to the transaction and your reputation. 

 

There is no such thing as a property presentation that cannot be the basis for an award 

winning suggestion that results in a closed transaction. No idea is too small to suggest if it 

saves time, generates interest, or makes a transaction possible. The big transactions make the 

headlines - but the bulk of the “awards” and closed transactions are little ones. 

 

Most large transactions are concluded by professionals with proven reputations and 

knowledge.  Attendees at a marketing session continually produce the greatest number of 

ideas that result in closings. Many are so simple and obvious they may have been overlooked 

for years.  Do your homework, and bring the best and most accurate package to your next 

marketing session, then be prepared to accept an offer and open escrow. 


